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Association rules, a popular unsupervised learning method that has been around for
almost two decades, is utilized in determining patterns in sales transactions in most sales-
based databases. In these databases, you find the transactions with some values under
different variables with high probabilities. For two sets of values, A and B, an association
rule is defined as A ⇒ B. A is called the “antecedent” and B is called the “consequent”
of the association rule. The probability calculations are done using two definitions named
“support” and “confidence.” The “support” for the given rule A ⇒ B, is the probability
of the union of A or B, P (A ∪ B) and the “confidence” is the conditional probability of
P (A|B).
Clustering is another unsupervised learning method used to cluster data items with
similar attributes. There are several popular methods for clustering such as K-means and
hierarchical clustering. ClustOfVar, in Chavent et al, [5], is a package in R introduced for
clustering variables instead of the data items.
In this study, we have proposed a novel method in which variable clustering is used to
determine the association rules for both qualitative and quantitative variables. We started
from the clustering with qualitative data, subsequently, we have extended the method for
quantitative data as well. We have managed to establish an unbelievable relationship be-
tween distance measure in clusters and the confidence of the association rules, and the
result was used to determine whether association rules have the desired confidence.
Since we could not identify an appropriate distance function for all types of variables,
which relates to the confidence measure of the association rules, our method cannot find
all possible association rules that include continuous variables since there could be a very
large set of data to choose from. We believe addressing the above issue would be a good
direction to further this study.
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Our method will be a great contribution to the field of data mining, which is also
known as the knowledge discovery of databases in which they look for useful patterns in
databases to improve the efficiency and the effectiveness of the operation. Some of the




2.1 ASSOCIATION RULE MINING
Association rules have been a popular tool used in businesses. Association rules can
provide valuable information such as 60% of people who buy comprehensive motor insur-
ance also buy health insurance; 80% of those who buy music online, also buy books online.
There is a diverse number of areas that employ association rules. A few of them are credit
card transactions to study the transactions and predict what customer is likely to purchase;
medical patient histories to detect increased risks of further complications using their past
medical data.
Customer Purchases
1 Tiling Cement; Tiles
2 Paint; White Spirit
3 Paint; Wallpaper; Plaster
4 Paint; Plaster; Tiling Cement; Tiles
Table 2.1: Purchase data for some customers
The basic objective of the association rules is to find the variables,X = (X1, X2, X3...., Xp),
appearing mostly in the database. This is often used in a binary sense where the presence
or absence of the variable is considered, that is Xj ∈ {0, 1}. This is known as “market
basket analysis,” since the observations are supermarket sales. xij , jth item of the ith trans-
action, is assigned 1 or 0 based on whether it was in the sale or not. Table 2.1 consists
of items purchased by a customer at a supermarket. The original data in Table 2.1 can be
transformed into binary format to do further analysis as showing in Table 2.2 .
The idea of association rules is to find a collection of values, v1, v2, ...vL for X , whose
probability of occurring, P (vl) for l = 1, 2....L is relatively high. But this probability will
12
Customer Tiling Cement Tiles Paint White Spirit Wallpaper Plaster
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 1 0 0
3 0 0 1 0 1 1
4 1 1 1 0 0 1
Table 2.2: Binary converted data of Table 2.1
nearly be too small for a reliable estimation when there are many variables and many values
under each variable are present.
Therefore instead of finding single values with high probabilities, it makes more sense
to find regions of X-space with high probabilities. Let Sj be the set of all possible values of
the jth variable (its support, which will be defined later), let sj ⊂ Sj , a subset of all possible
values. Now, finding association rules can be stated as finding subsets of variable values









is relatively higher, Friedman et al, [9]. The intersection of subsets
p⋂
i=1
(Xj ∈ sj) is
referred to as a conjunctive rule. For qualitative variables, the subsets are a list of nominal
values and for quantitative variables, subsets are contiguous intervals. If the subset happens
to be the whole set of values (sj = Sj), Xj won’t appear in the rule.
2.2 MARKET BASKET ANALYSIS
The probability calculated in (2.1) is not feasible for very large databases. Therefore
to simplify (2.1) further, only two types of subsets are considered. Either sj is a single
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where |Sj| is the number of distinct values in Xj . To indicate whether a certain value was
present or not in a transaction, new K binary variables, Z1, Z2....ZK are introduced. This












high, Friedman et al, [9]. (2.4) gives the standard formulation of the market basket problem.
From the items in
p⋃
i=1
Sj , a set of items that κ refers to, is called an “item set.” The number
of dummy variables in the item set is called its “size.” (This is supposed to be less than p).













(Zk = 1) (2.5)
Zik is the value of Zk for the ith case.
This is referred to as “Support” (a proper definition is provided later in the chapter),
T (κ) of the item set κ. An observation i is said to contain the item set K if zik is 1 for all k
in κ.
In the mining of association rules, a bound for support is specified and all items sets
Kl that can be formed from the dummy variables Z1, Z2......Zk is sought.
{Kl|T (Kl) > t} (2.6)
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2.3 ALGORITHMS
The threshold t is adjusted so that (2.6) consists of only a small number of a fraction
of all 2K possible item sets. Agrawal et al, [2] introduce the “Apriori” algorithm to address
(2.6). The algorithm computes the supports for all single item sets and removes the ones
with support less than the threshold, t. The second pass takes the items of two with the
ones that are already chosen in the previous pass and ones with the supports less than the
threshold are removed. This process continues until the highest number of items with a
support less than the threshold are selected.
Definition 2.1. To speed up the process and the convergence, the set of items with higher
support, κ, returned by the Apriori algorithm is selected into two disjoint subsets, A and
B. Therefore, κ can be written as κ = A ∪ B, and defined as an “association rule” and
indicated as A⇒ B. The items on left, A is called “antecedent” and the items on right, B
is called “consequent.”
Definition 2.2. The proportion of observations that are the union of A and B is defined to
be the “support” of the association rule A ⇒ B. T (A ⇒ B) is used for the support of
A⇒ B.
This is as same as the support derived from the item set κ. In other words, it is the
probability of observing A ∪B in data items.
Definition 2.3. The “confidence” of the association rule A⇒ B, C(A⇒ B) is defined by
the ratio between the support of A⇒ B, T (A⇒ B), and the support of A, T (A).
C(A⇒ B) = T (A⇒ B)
T (A)
(2.7)
This can also be interpreted as P (B|A). “Expected Confidence” is defined as the support
of the consequent T (B), which can be estimated with P (B).
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For an example, consider the rule {Paint} ⇒ {White Spirit} for item set κ =
{Paint, T iling Cement, T iles,White Spirit,Wallpaper, P laster}. Support is calcu-
lated to be .25, suggesting {Paint,White Spirit} appears in 25% of the observations.
The confidence is calculated to be .67, suggesting when Paint was purchased, 67% of the
time White Spirit was purchased as well.
In association rules finding, the goal is to find the rules with supports and confidences
with their corresponding thresholds, t, and c. Eventually, there will be association rules that
satisfy the conditions T (A⇒ B) > t and C(A⇒ B) > c.
So far, association rule mining was for qualitative variables, transformed into boolean
dummy variables, that is, it only indicated whether an item was present or not in a trans-
action. Databases could have qualitative and quantitative attributes in other domains. In
Srikant et al, [21] addressed the problem of quantitative association rule by fine partition-
ing the quantitative attribute and combining adjacent partitions as needed. In this, they
introduced a measure of partial completeness to measure the information lost due to parti-
tioning. This measure helps the user decide whether or not to partition. The possibility of
this method generating too many similar rules is addressed by using an interesting measure
“greater-than-expected-value” to identify the interesting rules in the output.
In Aumann et al, [3], an approach was introduced with algorithms involving two spe-
cific types, which are qualitative to quantitative and vice versa with a single attribute on
the left-hand side. The right-hand side has the distribution properties of the quantitative
variable. Yoda et al, [25] introduced some optimization-based approach in which a new
measure named “gain” was introduced. Extensions to the method in Yoda et al, [25] were
introduced in Brin et al, [4], but the rules were limited to one or two attributes. Mata et al,
[18] proposed an algorithm to optimize the support of item sets on uninstantiated intervals
on numeric attributes.
In Salleb-Aouissi, [19], QuantMiner, an algorithm capable of handling both qualitative
16
and quantitative algorithms while optimizing the quantitative attributes to mine association
rule, was introduced. QuantMiner is focused on maximizing the gain of an association rule
and it penalizes the variables with large intervals.
2.4 CURRENT WORK
In this work, we establish a surprising connection between the confidence of associa-
tion rules and Jaccard similarity, a popular similarity/dissimilarity measure, to be used on
the clustered variables (unlike the traditional observations clustering) to determine associ-
ation rules of data with mixed variables. Firstly, we develop our method for binary and




Cluster analysis is the process of separating a collection of observations into groups
called “clusters” in such a way that objects in the cluster are related to one another than
the objects in different clusters. For this, values of the variables of the objects are used as
characteristics and these characteristics are used to cluster the variables.
Cluster analysis is used to determine whether or not objects can be placed into sub-
groups that have substantially different properties. The second objective needs an assess-
ment of the degree difference between the objects assigned to respective clusters.
There are two ways data can be grouped into clusters as hard and soft clustering.
Definition 3.1. In hard clustering, each data point either belongs to a cluster completely
or not.
Definition 3.2. In soft clustering, instead of putting a data point into a separate cluster,
a data point is assigned to a distribution over all clusters. This way a data point has a
fractional membership in several clusters.
An important measure with cluster analysis is the degree of similarity between the
objects in clusters. Any clustering method uses some definition of similarity to figure out
what clusters the objects belong to. Similarities or dissimilarities (lack of similarity) can be
represented in a form of N ∗ N matrix with (i, i′) entry giving the similarity/dissimilarity
between ith and i′th observations, where i, i′ ∈ {1, 2, .....N}.
3.1 MEASURE THE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO CLUSTERS
There are a few strategies to measure the distance between clusters.
• Single
This method takes the shortest distance between an item in one cluster and an item
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in the other cluster. This tends to produce elongated clusters or chains (similar items
because of their similarity with intermediate items)
• Complete
In this, the minimum longest distance between an item in one cluster and an item in
the other cluster is considered. The method tends to join clusters with the approxi-
mately same diameter, producing compact clusters.
• Average
This method uses the shortest average of distances between all pairs of items in two
clusters. This is very sensitive to outliers and it tends to join clusters with small
variances.
• Centroid
The mean of all data items in each cluster is computed and called the centroid. Then
the minimum distances between centroids are used. This is relatively easy to under-
stand and to be used.
• Ward
The minimum sum of squares of differences between the items in the two clusters
is calculated for this. This puts together clusters with a roughly equal number of
components and this method is sensitive to outliers.
3.2 K-MEANS CLUSTERING
K-means algorithm is one of the most popular clustering methods. It is used for all
quantitative variables scenarios. Let xij be a data point from jth variable (attribute) and
ith observation, where i = 1, 2.....N and j = 1, 2....p. A dissimilarity measure used is the





(xij − xi′j)2 = ‖xi − xi′‖2 (3.1)
At the beginning of the algorithm, assign each observation to the cluster with the nearest
centroid mean, which is with the least squared Euclidean distance. In the next step, recal-
culate the centroid means for a cluster of observations in each cluster. The process will
continue until the assignments won’t change.
K- means algorithm was used on the data in Table 3.1.
A B C D E F G
Alex 5 0 0 0 2 1 2
Bruce 2 1 2 0 0 0 0
Chris 0 0 1 4 0 0 1
Don 0 0 2 0 1 1 2
Emil 6 2 2 0 1 1 2
Fred 4 0 0 2 0 0 2
Table 3.1: Sample dataset
The distance matrix for the sample data was calculated.
K was specified to be three and the cluster diagram in Figure 3.1 was generated.
3.3 HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING
The initial configuration assignment and the number of clusters specified for the K-
means clustering algorithm affects the results of the K-means algorithm, whereas hierarchi-
cal clustering only requires the user to specify a measure of dissimilarity between groups
of observations, that is based on pairwise dissimilarities among the observations in the two
groups. The clusters at a lower level merge themselves to create a cluster at a higher level,
hence it has the name hierarchical clustering.
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Alex Bruce Chris Don Emil Fred
Alex 0
Bruce .83333 0
Chris .83333 .8 0
Don .4 .83333 .6 0
Emil .33333 .5 .71428 .33333 0
Fred .6 .8 .5 .83333 .83333 0
Table 3.2: Sample distance matrix for the sample data
There are two main types of hierarchical clustering, Agglomerative (bottom-up) and
Divisive (top-down). Agglomerative strategies begin from the bottom at every level some
two clusters with the smallest dissimilarity are merged to form one cluster. As it gets to a
higher level, the number of clusters reduces by one. The agglomerative method starts by
considering all the observations as one big cluster and that splits into two clusters with the
largest dissimilarity between those two groups. Eventually, there will be N − 1 level in the
hierarchy.
A dendrogram is a graphical diagram that provides a highly interpret-able description
of hierarchical clustering and this is one of the reasons hierarchical clustering is popular.
The data in Table 3.1 were clustered using hierarchical clustering. The dendrogram
is shown in Figure 3.3.
3.4 CLUSTERING OF VARIABLES
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA)
are two statistical tools used in multivariate data analysis for quantitative and qualitative
variables respectively. As an alternative to PCA and MCA, the clustering of variables, even
though cluster analysis was originally meant for clustering objects, can also be used to
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Figure 3.1: K-means clustering when K=3 for the data in Table 3.1
cluster variables into groups so that the meaningful structures can be derived. Variables that
cluster together can be assumed to be strongly related to each other in a general perspective.
Therefore when the variables are clustered together, selecting one variable from each group
may be sufficient for carrying out the analysis. Perhaps one variable selected from each
group could be synthetic for certain cases.
For clustering a set of variables, a common approach is to calculate the dissimilar-
ity matrix between the variables and to apply a classical cluster analysis method used for
clustering observations to the dissimilarity matrix. The functions in R to facilitate this are
hclust from the package stats, introduced by Takeuchi et al, [22] and agnes from the pack-
age cluster, introduced by Maecheler et al, [17]. The type of dissimilarity matrix changes
depending upon the fact whether variables are qualitative or quantitative. For qualitative
variables, many measures can be used such as correlation coefficients (parametric or non-
parametric) and as for qualitative variables measures such as Chi-squared, Rand, Belson,
etc can be used. There are strategies to be used if the practitioner is not sure what measure
22
Figure 3.2: Hierarchical clustering for the data in 3.1
is to be used.
In the above methods, classical methods of clustering observations were transformed
into the clustering of variables. There are also methods for directly clustering variables.
VARCLUS in Sarle, W, S, [20] is such a tool developed by the SAS institute. Clustering
around latent variables (CLV), a method based on PCA, and Diametrical clustering were
introduced in Vigneau et al, [23], and Dhillon et al, [7] respectively. These methods are not
implemented in other platforms than in R and they only work for quantitative variables.
A package for clustering of a mixture of both qualitative and quantitative variables
has been introduced in R named ClustOfVar by Chavent et al, [5]. This also works excur-
sively on qualitative or quantitative variables. In the package, two methods are proposed
for clustering variables, a hierarchical clustering based algorithm and K-means based algo-
rithm, which are used in functions hclustvar and kmeansvar respectively. These methods
use PCAMIX, a PCA-based method for a mixture of qualitative and quantitative variables
in Kiers et al, [13]. The ordinary PCA and MCA are two special cases that fall under
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PCAMIX. A Singular Value Decomposition was performed on PCAMIX in Chavent et
al, [6]. The clustering criterion they used is that variables were considered to be homo-
geneous when they have a strong relationship with a quantitative synthetic variable. The
squared Pearson correlation and correlation ratio were used for quantitative and qualitative
variables respectively.
Let {X1, X2....Xp1} be a set of p1 quantitative variables and {Y1, Y2....Yp2} a set of
p2 qualitative variables. Let X and Y be the corresponding quantitative and qualitative
matrices of dimensions n ∗ p1 and n ∗ p2, where n is the number of observations. Let’s
denote xj ∈ Rn the jth column of X and yj ∈ Mn the jth column of Y with M the set of
categories of yj . Let Pk = (C1, ....CK) be a partition into K clusters of the p = p1 + p2
variables.
The synthetic variable of a cluster Ck is ck ∈ Rn is defined to be the “most linked” to
all the variables in Ck.












measures the part of
the variance measured by the categories of yj
ηu|yj =
∑
s∈Mj ns(ūs − ū)∑n
i=1(ui − ū))2
(3.3)
where ns is the frequency of category s, ūs is the mean values of u calculated on the
observations belonging to category s and ū is the mean of u.
The qualitative synthetic variable of a cluster is that when the first principal compo-
nent when PCAMIX applied to all the variables in the cluster. These central synthetic
variables are helpful in terms of reducing the dimension of the data. Further to clustering
variables, the method is capable of evaluating the stability of the partition of variables and
determining the number of clusters using the stability function.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDING ASSOCIATION RULES OF MIXED TYPE DATA USING CLUSTERING OF
VARIABLES
In this chapter, we present our association rule mining method of mixed data, based
on the clustering of data variables and subsequently inferring interesting association rules-
based on the clusters, we find and their proximities. Our main contribution is twofold: we
perform data clustering on the dataset variables (rather than the traditional dataset samples),
and we establish a relationship between the clustering distance and the association rules’
confidence. This relationship allows us to find association rules from clusters of the dataset
variables.
The chapter is organized as follows. We give some background on the association
rules mining and clustering that are strictly specific for our work, as well as some notation
in Section 4.1. In the rest of the section, we discuss the specifics of finding the association
rules using clustering for binary data (Section 4.2), categorical data (Section 4.3), and
continuous data (Section 4.4).
4.1 PRELIMINARIES
Let us start by establishing some notations. If D is a dataset of N samples of p
dimensional data, we denote by xi the sample i = 1...N in D, hence a vector of dimension
1×p. We denote byX1, ..., Xp the variables inD, which are also vectors of dimensionsN×
1. Consequently, a (scalar) data entry of D can be identified as both xij or xji. The dataset
variables X1, ..., Xp can be binary (with two possible values, 0 and 1 or True and False),
categorical (or qualitative, with a finite number of values), or continuous (or quantitative,
when a continuous set of values is possible).
To establish the connection between data clustering and finding the association rules,
let us consider a classic “shopping basket” dataset example, which is a classical application
25
#Items/Customers A B C D E F G
Alex 5 0 0 0 2 1 2
Bruce 2 1 2 0 0 0 0
Chris 0 0 1 4 0 0 1
Don 0 0 2 0 1 1 2
Emil 6 2 2 0 1 1 2
Fred 4 0 0 2 0 0 2
Table 4.1: Shopping basket data example
of association rule mining. Table 4.1 shows such a dataset example, with six customers
(Alex, Bruce, Chris, Don, Emil, and Fred) and seven products (A, B, C, D, E, F, and G).
While the entries of each customer’s shopping basket contain quantities, these quantities
are irrelevant for the association rule mining. Rather, only the presence or absence of a
product matters for the purpose of the association rule. However, for clustering one may
consider these quantities as relevant to measure the similarities between different shopping
baskets (depending on the distance measure being considered).
Let us next recall the definitions of the two main measures for association rules (ARs):
support and confidence.
Definition 4.1 (AR support). Let X ⇒ Y be an association rule, where X and Y are
disjoint sets of data variables in a dataset D. The support of the rule X ⇒ Y is:
sup(X ⇒ Y ) = |X ∩ Y |
|D|
(4.1)
Definition 4.2 (AR confidence). Let X ⇒ Y be an association rule, where X and Y are
disjoint sets of data variables in a dataset D. The confidence of the rule X ⇒ Y is:




Figure 4.1: Clustering example for the shopping baskets data
For example, for the dataset in Table 4.1, the rule {A,B} ⇒ C has the following
support and confidence:
where the cardinalities union and intersection were computed as counts of the presence
of one or the other, and presence of both products, respectively. An example of clustering
of the dataset in Table 4.1 (using the Euclidian distance) is shown in Figure 4.1. We can
immediately notice a discrepancy between finding the association rules and the clustering
of the same data: while the former works with the data variables (columns), the latter com-
putes similarities between the data customers (rows). To establish a connection between
the two data analysis methods we need to address this discrepancy. Consequently, we will
perform clustering of the data variables (columns), instead of the traditional data rows.
Other significant differences between finding the association rules and clustering consist of
the different measures (support, confidence, and distance) used for these analyses. We will
need to find a connection between these different measures.
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Figure 4.2: Mining Mixed Variables Association Rules using Clustering
The architecture we propose is illustrated in Figure 4.2. We first perform clustering
on the binary and categorical variables using a similarity/distance measure as appropriate
to determine the confidence of potential association rules (as described in the next section).
Then we perform a linear search through the continuous variables set and include all contin-
uous variables that satisfy the minimum required thresholds for support and confidence of
the association rules. Additional clustering might be performed to find multiple continuous
variables that can be included in the association rules.
4.2 THE CASE OF BINARY VARIABLES
We show that in the case of binary variables there is a close connection between a
distance measure that can be used for clustering and the association rules’ confidence.
The similarity measure defined below is widely used in many applications, such as
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data mining and information retrieval (some references can be found in Kosub et al, [14]),
or even similarities of DNA sequences, Vorontsov et al, [24].
Definition 4.3 (Jaccard similarity, Jaccard, P, [12]). The Jaccard similarity coefficient of





Clearly, the higher the coefficient value (between 0 and 1) the more similar the two
sets are. For two binary variables X and Y , the Jaccard similarity between them can be
quickly computed by using one norm and/or corresponding probabilities:
Jsim(X, Y ) =
||X ∧ Y ||1
||X ∨ Y ||1
=
P (X ∧ Y )
P (X ∨ Y )
For the corresponding Jaccard distance the following result is well-known:
Theorem 4.4 (Jaccard distance, Levandowsky el at, [15], Gilbert, G, [10], Lipkus, A, H,
[16], Kosub, S, [14], Grygorian et al, [11]). For the non-empty sets A and B, the function:




represents a distance function.
The following result establishes a relationship between the Jaccard similarity/distance
between two binary variables X and Y (or sets of binary variables) and the confidence of
the corresponding association rule X ⇒ Y .
Theorem 4.5 (Relationship between Jaccard distance and confidence). LetX, Y be disjoint
subsets of the dataset D set of variables, X, Y ⊂ {X1, ..., Xp}, X ∩ Y = ∅. Then:
conf(X ⇒ Y ) ≥ Jsim(X, Y ) = 1− Jdist(X, Y ) (4.5)
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Proof. The proof can be established immediately from the definitions of confidence and
Jaccard similarity:
conf(X ⇒ Y ) = P (Y | X) = P (X ∧ Y )
P (X)
=
|X ∩ Y |
|X|
=
|X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y |
· |X ∪ Y |
|X|
Since:




conf(X ⇒ Y ) = |X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y |
· |X ∪ Y |
|X|
= Jsim(X, Y ) ·
|X ∪ Y |
|X|
≥ Jsim(X, Y )
The theorem states that for two binary variables X and Y for which Jdist(X, Y ) < d
we have that 1− Jdist(X, Y ) > 1− d and hence conf(X ⇒ Y ) > 1− d. This guarantees
that if the two variables X and Y are in a cluster with a diameter no larger than d then
the association rule X ⇒ Y has confidence larger than 1 − d. Closer (more similar) two
variables are, higher confidence is in their corresponding association rule.




















The result of Theorem 4.5 holds for the confidence of both rules A⇒ C and C ⇒ A.
The following result represents the fundament of our association rules mining using
the clustering of binary variables (which is the first part of the diagram in Figure 4.2).
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Theorem 4.6. LetX1, ..., Xk be a cluster of k binary variables with diameter d: max(Jdist(Xi, Xj) =
d, i, j = 1, ..., k. Then for any rule of the form X ⇒ Y with X, Y ⊂ {X1, ..., Xk},
X ∩ Y = ∅ we have that:
conf(X ⇒ Y ) ≥ 1− d
Proof. The proof relies on the fact that for some Xi ∈ X , Yj ∈ Y we have that
Jdist(Xi, Yi) ≥ Jdist(X, Y )
hence
1− Jdist(Xi, Yi) ≤ 1− Jdist(X, Y )
Then by Theorem 4.5:
conf(X ⇒ Y ) ≥ 1− Jdist(X, Y ) ≥ 1− Jdist(Xi, Yj) ≥ 1− d
Since Jdist(Xi, Yj) ≤ d, it follows that 1− Jdist(Xi, Yj) ≥ 1− d and therefore:
conf(X ⇒ Y ) ≥ 1− d
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.6 is that any association rule with variables
from clusters of diameter at most 1− α will have a confidence of at least α. We, therefore,
perform clustering of variables for a given dataset (using, for instance, compact hierarchical
clustering), cut the hierarchy at a given distance 1 − α (for a given parameter α), and all
association rules from the resulting clusters have at least confidence α.
Two key observations are worth noting:
1. Some association rules may not have the desired support. The support threshold for
each rule must be separately verified.
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2. Some rules may not be discovered. Because (4.5) represents an inequality, rules with
given confidence may be discovered if the diameter of a cluster less than 1 − α is
being considered. If this is important, in practice one can start at a fraction of the
distance 1− α and subsequently verify if all confidences will pass the threshold α.
In the subsequent sections, we will explain how we deal with the cases of categorical and
continuous variables.
4.3 THE CASE OF CATEGORICAL VARIABLES
Categorical variables can be considered an extension of binary variables by expanding
each categorical variable into several binary variables, one binary variable for each category
value. For instance, let us assume that an 8th categorical variable ~H = (a, b, a, a, c, d) is
appended to the shopping basket dataset in Table 4.1 (as a column). We assume that the
new categorical variable can take one of the discrete values {a, b, c, d}. Then H can be
expanded in 4 binary variables as follows:
~Ha = (1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
~Hb = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
~Hc = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
~Hd = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
where a 1 or a 0 denotes the presence or absence of the respective category at the re-
spective position. This approach is intuitive and easy to implement, however, an explicit
expansion can considerably enlarge a dataset (especially if there are many categories) and
consequently make computations significantly more expensive. In practice, however, the
expansion needs not to be performed explicitly. The new binary variables ~Ha, ~Hb, ~Hc,
and ~Hd can be considered for computing desired cardinalities of unions and intersections
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based on the values in ~H , without explicitly creating their content. For instance, computing
||A ∨ ~Ha|| amounts to counting rows where A is non-zero and ~H holds value a.
4.4 THE CASE OF CONTINUOUS VARIABLES
The case of continuous variables is difficult to address in practice and many solu-
tions have been proposed in the literature (discretization and model as categorical/binary
variables, heuristic methods, etc.). Typically, choosing one approach or another greatly de-
pends on the data being analyzed and the practical application being considered. There is
no “measure fits all” solution and no “best method” among the proposed solutions. In this
section, we describe our approach, which adds to the multitude of the proposed solutions.
Let us consider the set of continuous variables { ~W1, ..., ~Wp}. Given a desired confi-
dence α, our method consists of the following three steps.
1. Find all binary variables clusters of diameter at most 1− α.
2. For each continuous variable ~Wi = (wi1, ..., wiN) and binary cluster X1, ..., Xk
• compute a range [minWi,maxWi], where minWi and maxWi
• create a corresponding binary vector~bWi = (bwi1, ..., bwiN), where
bwij =
 1 if wij ∈ [minWi,maxWi]0 otherwise
3. For each binary cluster, append the corresponding binary variables obtained from
the continuous variables, then perform clustering again. Note that each continuous
variable ~Wi must appear in each rule together with the range [minWi,maxWi] found
in the previous step.
For instance, let us consider an additional continuous variable for the dataset in Table 4.1:
~W = (1.2,−2.3, 1.1, 2.2, 2.0, 2.3). For the cluster { ~A, ~C} with diameter .5 we considered
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in Section 4.2, we compute ~A∧ ~C = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0) and subsequently compute aminW =
−2.3 and maxW = 2.0 (only among the second and fifth positions in ~W ). We then create
the binary vector~bW = (1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0), with zeros for entries outside the range [−2.3, 2.0]





5.1 THE CENSUS DATA
We have used the USCensus1990 dataset [8] for experiments and testing our method.
The USCensus1990 dataset is a discretized version of the USCensus1990raw dataset. Many
of the less useful attributes in the original dataset have been dropped, the few continuous
variables have been discretized and the few discrete variables that have a large number of
possible values have been collapsed to have fewer possible values.1
The USCensus1990raw dataset was obtained from the U.S. Department of Commerce
Census Bureau website using the Data Extraction System. This system can be found at
http://www.census.gov/DES/www/des.html.
The USCensus1990raw dataset contains a one percent sample of the Public Use Mi-
crodata Samples (PUMS) person records drawn from the full 1990 census sample (all fifty
states and the District of Columbia but not including “PUMA Cross State Lines One Per-
cent Persons Records”). A description of the fields and the coding of the values can be
found in the Appendix. Additional information can be found at the Census Bureau website
described above.
5.2 VARIABLE CLUSTERING AND FINDING ASSOCIATION RULES FOR THE CENSUS
DATA
For all the experimental results we present here we used a PC equipped with an Intel
Core i7-4770 CPU @3.40GH. The R code listing for producing our results are included in
the Appendix.
We have randomly selected 20% of the Census data rows (about half a million rows)
1Unlike the USCensus1990raw dataset, the order of the cases in the USCensus HAS been randomized.
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for our experiments. The dendrogram of complete hierarchical clustering is displayed in
Figure 4.2.
Figure 5.1: Clustering for a fragment of Census data (binary variables)
Association Rule Cluster Confidence
{DISABL10, MARITAL4} ⇒ {OCCUPCLASS} 1 0.5615501
{DISABL10} ⇒ {OCCUPCLASS,MARITAL4} 1 0.9995998
{DISABL12} ⇒ {ENGLISH0,SEX1} 3 0.4515397
{ENGLISH0, SEX1} ⇒ {DISABL12} 3 0.3201189
{DISABL10, DISABL12} ⇒ {OCCUPCLASS,ENGLISH0,SEX1} 1 and 3 0
Table 5.1: ARs confidences for Census data
We used a hierarchy cut at distance 0.7 and the resulting list of clusters of variables
is given in Table 5.2. From the dendrogram, in Figure 5.1 we can determine that clusters
1 and 3 (for instance) are both below the cutting line, hence all pairwise distances are not
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larger than d = 0.7. It follows that the result of Theorem 4.6 will apply to all association
rules constructed with combinations of variables within each cluster, or between the two
clusters. That is each such rule X ⇒ Y must satisfy:
conf(X ⇒ Y ) ≥ 1− d = 0.3
The results of the experiments are summarized in Table 5.1. All rules consisting of
variables from the same cluster satisfy the result of Theorem 4.6. The last association rule
in the table is composed of variables from different clusters, 1 and 3, which are joined
into their super cluster above the height at d = 0.7. Hence it comes as no surprise that
the confidence of such a rule is not greater than 1 − d = 0.3, as it does not satisfy the































Mining the association rules was initially introduced in the early nineties by Agrawal
et al, [1], and it has been intensively studied ever since. Originally introduced for binary
data, association rules mining for continuous data was capturing the attention of the data
science research community shortly thereafter. However, while many approaches and al-
gorithms were proposed, there is no measure fits all for finding the association rules for
continuous data. It comes as no surprise that the subject is still of interest nowadays.
In this work, we proposed a novel method for the association rules mining for mixed
data case: data that contains binary, categorical, and continuous variables. Our method
relies on performing clustering of data variables, then inferring the association rules based
on the clusters we find and the proximities between these clusters.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We establish a surprising connection between one of the association rules’ main anal-
ysis measure (confidence) and a popular similarity/distance measure (Jaccard simi-
larity/distance) used for discrete (categorical) data.
• We perform clustering of data variables (columns), instead of the traditional approach
where rows are used.
• We introduce a novel method of finding association rules based on the clustering
of data variables. First, we develop our method for binary and categorical data and
subsequently extend it to data with mixed variables (discrete and continuous).
Like all the methods for finding the association rules of data that include continuous
variables, our method cannot find all possible association rules that include continuous vari-
ables, as there might be a very large set of possibilities to choose from. One shortcoming of
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the method we propose is its inability to perform clustering of all variables (binary, categor-
ical, and continuous) and then determine association rules from these mixed clusters. This
shortcoming stems from the fact that we could not identify an appropriate distance function
on all types of variables that can be directly connected to the confidence parameter of the
association rules (like we did with the Jaccard similarity/distance for the binary variables).
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APPENDIX A
THE USCENSUS1990 DATASET ATTRIBUTES DESCRIPTION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU OF CENSUS
*** DATA EXTRACTION SYSTEM ***
DOCUMENTATION OF: FILE CONTENTS
FOR DATA COLLECTION: ’pums901p’ - 1990 Decenial Census 1% PUMS - Persons Records
VAR: = Variable Name
TYP: = Variable Type ( C = Categorical, N = Numeric Continuous )
DES: = Designation ( P = Primary Variable, X = Non-Primary )
LEN: = Length ( of the Variable in Characters )
CAT: = Category ( of the Variable )
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AAGE C X 1 Age Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AANCSTR1 C X 1 First Ancestry Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AANCSTR2 C X 1 Second Ancestry Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AAUGMENT C X 1 Augmented Pers. See Text Pp. C 5
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ABIRTHPL C X 1 Place of Birth
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________




VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ACLASS C X 1 Class of Worker Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ADEPART C X 1 Time of Departure to Work Allocation Fla
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ADISABL1 C X 1 Work Limitation Stat. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ADISABL2 C X 1 Work Prevention Stat. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AENGLISH C X 1 Ability to Speak English Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AFERTIL C X 1 Chld. Ever Born Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AGE C X 2 Age
00 Less Than 1 Year
90 90 or More Yrs. Old
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AHISPAN C X 1 Detailed Hispanic Origin Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
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AHOUR89 C X 1 Usual Hrs. Worked Per Week in 1989 Alloc
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AHOURS C X 1 Hrs. Worked Last Week Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AIMMIGR C X 1 Yr. of Entry Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________




VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________




VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________




VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________




VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________




VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
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__________________________________________________________________________________




VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________




VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________




VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AINDUSTR C X 1 Ind. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ALABOR C X 1 Employment Stat. Recode Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ALANG1 C X 1 Language Other Than English Allocation F
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ALANG2 C X 1 Language Spoken At Home Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ALSTWRK C X 1 Yr. Last Worked Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
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AMARITAL C X 1 Marital Stat. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AMEANS C X 1 Means of Transportation to Work Allocati
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AMIGSTAT C X 1 Migration State Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AMOBLLIM C X 1 Mobility Limitation Stat. Allocation Fla
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AMOBLTY C X 1 Mobility Stat. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ANCSTRY1 C X 3 Ancestry First Entry See Appendix I Ance
999 Not Reported
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ANCSTRY2 C X 3 Ancestry Second Entry See Appendix I Anc
000 No Secondary Ancestry
999 Not Reported
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AOCCUP C X 1 Occupation Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
APERCARE C X 1 Personal Care Limitation Stat. Allocatio
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
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__________________________________________________________________________________
APOWST C X 1 Place of Work State Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ARACE C X 1 Detailed Race Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ARELAT1 C X 1 Rel. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ARIDERS C X 1 Vehicle Occupancy Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ASCHOOL C X 1 School Enrollment Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ASERVPER C X 1 Military Per. of Srvc. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ASEX C X 1 Sex Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ATRAVTME C X 1 Travel Time to Work Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AVAIL C X 1 Available for Work
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs./at Work/not Lookin
1 No, Already Has a Job
2 No, Temply. Ill
3 No, Other Reasons in School, Etc.
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4 Yes, Could Have Taken a Job
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AVETS1 C X 1 Military Srvc. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AWKS89 C X 1 Wks. Worked in 1989 Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AWORK89 C X 1 Worked Last Yr. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AYEARSCH C X 1 Highest Education Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
AYRSSERV C X 1 Yrs. of Military Srvc. Allocation Flag
0 No
1 Yes
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
CITIZEN C X 1 Citizenship
0 Born in the U.S.
1 Born in Puerto Rico, Guam, and Outlying
2 Born Abroad of American Parents
3 U.S. Citizen by Naturalization
4 Not a Citizen of the U.s
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
CLASS C X 1 Class of Worker
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/unemp. Who Nev
1 Emp. of a Private for Profit Company or
2 Emp. of a Private Not for Profit, Tax Ex
3 Local Gov. Emp. City, County, Etc.
4 State Gov. Emp.
5 Fed. Gov. Emp.
6 Self Emp. in Own Not Incorp.d Business,
7 Self Emp. in Own Incorp.d Business, Prof
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8 Working Without Pay in Fam. Bus. or Farm
9 Unemp., Last Worked in 1984 or Earlier
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
DEPART C X 4 Time of Departure for Work Hour and Minu
0000 N/a Not a Worker or Worker Who Worked At
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
DISABL1 C X 1 Work Limitation Stat.
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs., and Selected Pers
1 Yes, Limited in Kind or Amt. of Work
2 No, Not Limited
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
DISABL2 C X 1 Work Prevented Stat.
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs., and Selected Pers
1 Yes, Prevented From Working
2 No, Not Prevented From Working
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ENGLISH C X 1 Ability to Speak English




4 Not At All
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
FEB55 C X 1 Served February 1955 July 1964
0 Did Not Serve This Per./less Than 16 Yr
1 Served This Per.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
FERTIL C X 2 No. of Chld. Ever Born














13 12 or More Chld.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
HISPANIC C X 3 Detailed Hispanic Origin Code See Append
000 Not Hispanic 006 199
001 Mexican, Mex Am 210 220
002 Puerto Rican 261 270
003 Cuban 271 274
004 Other Hispanic 200 209, 250 260, 290 401
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
HOUR89 C X 2 Usual Hrs. Worked Per Week Last Yr. 1989
00 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/did Not Work i
99 99 or More Usual Hrs.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
HOURS C X 2 Hrs. Worked Last Week
00 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/not At Work/un
99 99 or More Hrs. Worked Last Week
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
IMMIGR C X 2 Yr. of Entry
00 Born in the U.S.
01 1987 to 1990
02 1985 to 1986
03 1982 to 1984
04 1980 or 1981
05 1975 to 1979
06 1970 to 1974
07 1965 to 1969
08 1960 to 1964
09 1950 to 1959
10 Before 1950
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
INCOME1 C X 6 Wages or Salary Inc. in 1989
000000 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/none
140000 Topcode
140001 140001 or More State Median of Topcoded
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
INCOME2 C X 6 Nonfarm Self Employment Inc. in 1989 Sig
000000 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs./none
000001 Break Even or $1
090000 Topcode
52
090001 $90, 001 or More State Median of Topcode
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
INCOME3 C X 6 Farm Self Employment Inc. in 1989 Signed
000000 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs./none
1 Break Even or $1
54000 Topcode
54001 $54001 or More State Median of Topcoded
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
INCOME4 C X 6 Int., Dividends, and Net Rental Inc. in
000000 N/a Less Than 15 Yrs./none
1 Break Even or $1
40000 Topcode
40001 $40001 or More State Median of Topcoded
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
INCOME5 C X 5 Soc. Sec Inc. in 1989
00000 N/a Less Than 15 Yrs./none
17000 Topcode
17001 17001 or More State Median of Topcoded V
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
INCOME6 C X 5 Pub. Asst. Inc. in 1989
00000 N/a Less Than 15 Yrs./none
10000 Topcode
10001 $10001 or More State Median
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
INCOME7 C X 5 Ret. Inc. in 1989
00000 N/a Less Than 15 Yrs./none
30000 Topcode
30001 $30001 or More State Median of Topcoded
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
INCOME8 C X 5 All Other Inc. in 1989
00000 N/a Less Than 15 Yrs./none
20000 Topcode
20001 $20, 001 or More State Median of Topcode
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
INDUSTRY C X 3 Ind. See Appendix I Ind..lst
000 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/unemp. Who Nev
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
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__________________________________________________________________________________
KOREAN C X 1 Served Korean Conflict June 1950 January
0 Did Not Serve This Per./less Than 16 Yr
1 Served This Per.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
LANG1 C X 1 Language Other Than English At Home
0 N/a Less Than 5 Yrs. Old
1 Yes, Speaks Another Language
2 No, Speaks Only English
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
LANG2 C X 3 Language Spoken At Home See Appendix I L
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
LOOKING C X 1 Looking for Work
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/at Work/did No
1 Yes
2 No
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
MARITAL C X 1 Marital Stat.




4 Never Married or Under 15 Yrs. Old
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
MAY75880 C X 1 Served May 1975 to August 1980
0 Did Not Serve This Per./less Than 16 Yr
1 Served This Per.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
MEANS C X 2 Means of Transportation to Work
00 N/a Not a Worker Not in the Labor Force,
01 Car, Truck, or Van
02 Bus or Trolley Bus
03 Streetcar or Trolley Car







11 Worked At Home
54
12 Other Method
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
MIGPUMA C X 5 Migration Puma State Dependent
00000 N/a Pers. Less Than 5 Yrs. Old/lived in
99900 Abroad
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
MIGSTATE C X 2 Migration State or Foreign Country Code






















































98 Other Abroad in 1985
99 State Not Identified B Sample
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
MILITARY C X 1 Military Srvc.
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old
1 Yes, Now on Active Duty
2 Yes, on Active Duty in Past, But Not Now
3 Yes, Srvc. in Reserves or Nat. Guard Onl
4 No Srvc.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
MOBILITY C X 1 Mobility Stat. Lived Here on April 1, 19
0 N/a Less Than 5 Yrs. Old
1 Yes Same House Nonmovers
2 No, Different House Movers
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
MOBILLIM C X 1 Mobility Limitation
0 N/a Less Than 15 Yrs./instit. Person, an
1 Yes, Has a Mobility Limitation
2 No, Does Not Have a Mobility Limitation
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
OCCUP C X 3 Occupation See Appendix I Occup.lst
000 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/unemp. Who Nev
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
OTHRSERV C X 1 Served Any Other Time
0 Did Not Serve This Per./less Than 16 Yr
1 Served This Per.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
PERSCARE C X 1 Personal Care Limitation
56
0 N/a Less Than 15 Yrs./instit. Person, an
1 Yes, Has a Personal Care Limitation
2 No, Does Not Have a Personal Care Limita
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________


















































































































145 Isle of Man
146 Vatican City
147 Yugoslavia
148 Europe, Not Specified
149 Central Europe, Not Specified
150 Eastern Europe, Not Specified
151 Lapland, Not Specified
152 Northern Europe, Not Specified
153 Southern Europe, Not Specified
154 Western Europe, Not Specified
180 Union of Soviet Soc.ist Repub.s U.S.














































241 United Arab Emirates
242 Vietnam
243 Yemen, Peoples Democratic Repub.
244 Yemen Arab Repub.
245 Asia, Not Specified
246 Asia Minor, Not Specified
247 East Asia, Not Specified
248 Gaza Strip
249 Indochina, Not Specified
250 Iraq Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone
251 Mesopotamia, Not Specified
252 Middle East, Not Specified
253 Palestine, Not Specified
254 Persian Gulf States, Not Specified





303 St. Pierre and Miquelon









318 Central America, Not Specified
330 Anguilla


















348 St. Kitts Nevis
349 St. Lucia
350 St. Vincent and the Grenadines
351 Trinidad and Tobago
352 Turks and Caicos Islands
353 Caribbean, Not Specified
354 Antilles, Not Specified
355 British West Indies, Not Specified
356 Latin America, Not Specified
357 Leeward Islands, Not Specified
358 West Indies, Not Specified















389 South America, Not Specified
400 Algeria
401 Angola
402 Bassas Da India
403 Benin
404 Botswana


























































462 Africa, Not Specified
463 Central Africa, Not Specified
464 Eastern Africa, Not Specified
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465 Equatorial Africa, Not Specified
466 French Equatorial Africa, Not Specified
467 French West Africa, Not Specified
468 North Africa, Not Specified
469 Western Africa, Not Specified
470 Southern Africa, Not Specified
500 Ashmore and Cartier Islands
501 Australia























525 Wallis and Futuna Islands
526 Western Samoa
527 Oceania, Not Specified
528 Polynesia, Not Specified
529 Melanesia, Not Specified
550 Antarctica
551 Bouvet Island
552 French Southern and Antarctic Lands
553 Heard and Mcdonald Islands
554 At Sea
555 Abroad, Not Specified
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
POVERTY C X 3 Pers. Poverty Stat. Recode See Appendix
000 N/a
501 501% or More of Poverty Value
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
POWPUMA C X 5 Place of Work Puma State Dependent
63
00000 N/a Not a Worker Not in the Labor Force,
99900 Abroad
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
POWSTATE C X 2 Place of Work State Appendix I






















































99 State Not Identified
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
PWGT1 C P 4 Pers. Wgt
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RACE C X 3 Recoded Detailed Race Code Appendix C Ra
001 White 800 869, 971
002 Black 870 934, 972
004 Eskimo 935 940, 974
005 Aleut 941 970, 975
006 Chinese, Except Taiwanese 605, 976
007 Taiwanese 606, 607
008 Filipino 608, 977
009 Japanese 611, 981
010 Asian Indian 600, 982
011 Korean 612, 979











023 Sri Lankan 617
024 All Other Asian 602, 620 652, 985
025 Hawaiian 653, 654, 978
026 Samoan 655, 983
027 Tahitian 656
028 Tongan 657
029 Other Polynesian 658, 659
030 Guamanian 660, 984
031 Northern Mariana Islander 661, 671, 673
032 Palauan 663
033 Other Micronesian 662, 664 670, 672, 674
034 Fijian 676
035 Other Melanesian 677 680
036 Pacific Islander, Not Specified 681 699
037 Other Race 700 799, 986 999
301 Alaskan Athabaskan 000, 001, 008, 009, 0
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302 Apache 255 264
303 Blackfoot 360
304 Cherokee 416 422, 555 557, 562
305 Cheyenne 361 363
306 Chickasaw 436
307 Chippewa 330 353, 355, 544
308 Choctaw 226, 228, 404, 434, 520, 559
309 Comanche 325, 523
310 Creek 423, 425, 426, 429 432, 449, 540,
311 Crow 322
312 Iroquois 405 415




317 Paiute 175 192, 542
318 Pima 217
319 Potawatomi 367 374
320 Pueblo 229 254, 506, 573
321 Seminole 428, 438 443
322 Shoshone 195 206, 494, 518
323 Sioux 282 312, 326, 327
324 Tlingit 017
325 Tohono Oodham 218 222
326 All Other Tribes 002 007, 010 013, 015,
327 Tribe Not Specified 548, 549, 576 598 Tr
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RAGECHLD C X 1 Presence and Age of Own Chld.
0 N/a Male
1 With Own Chld. Under 6 Yrs. Only
2 With Own Chld. 6 to 17 Yrs. Only
3 With Own Chld. Under 6 Yrs. and 6 to 17
4 No Own Chld. .incl. Females Under 16 Yrs
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
REARNING C X 6 Total Pers. Earnings
000000 N/a No Earnings
284000 $284000 Topcode
284001 State Medians Included
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RECTYPE C X 1 Rec. Type
P Pers. Record
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________















13 Other Pers. in Grp. Qtrs.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RELAT2 C X 1 Detailed Rel. Other Rel.
0 N/a Gq/not Other Rel.
1 Son in Law/daughter in Law
2 Father in Law/mother in Law





8 Other Related by Blood or Marriage
9 Other Rel.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
REMPLPAR C X 3 Employment Stat. of Parents
000 N/a Not Own Child of Hshldr., and Not Ch
111 Both Parents At Work 35 or More Hrs.
112 Father Only At Work 35 or More Hrs.
113 Mother Only At Work 35 or More Hrs.
114 Neither Parent At Work 35 or More Hrs.
121 Father At Work 35 or More Hrs.
122 Father Not At Work 35 or More Hrs.
133 Mother At Work 35 or More Hrs.
134 Mother Not At Work 35 or More Hrs.
141 Neither Parent in Labor Force
211 Father At Work 35 or More Hrs.
212 Father Not At Work 35 or More Hrs.
213 Father Not in Labor Force
221 Mother At Work 35 or More Hrs.
222 Mother Not At Work 35 or More Hrs.
223 Mother Not in Labor Force
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RIDERS C X 1 Vehicle Occupancy








7 7 to 9 People
8 10 or More People
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RLABOR C X 1 Employment Stat. Recode
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old
1 Civilian Emp., At Work
2 Civilian Emp., With a Job But Not At Wor
3 Unemp.
4 Armed Forces, At Work
5 Armed Forces, With a Job But Not At Work
6 Not in Labor Force
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
ROWNCHLD C X 1 Own Child See Appendix B, Page 14
0 Not Own Child
1 Own Child
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RPINCOME C X 6 Total Pers. Inc. Signed
000000 N/a No Inc.
401000 Topcode of Total Pers. Income
401001 State Medians Included
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RPOB C X 2 Place of Birth Recode









35 Us Virgin Islands
36 Elsewhere
40 Born Abroad of American Parents
51 Naturalized Citizen
52 Not a Citizen
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
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__________________________________________________________________________________
RRELCHLD C X 1 Related Child See Appendix B, Page 14
0 Not Related Child
1 Related Child
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RSPOUSE C X 1 Married, Spouse Present/spouse Absent
0 N/a Less Than 15 Yrs. Old
1 Now Married, Spouse Present





VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
RVETSERV C X 2 Veteran Per. of Srvc.
00 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old, No Active Dut
01 September 1980 or Later Only
02 May 1975 to August 1980 Only
03 May 1975 to August 1980 and September 19
04 Vietnam Era, No Korean Conflict, No Wwii
05 Vietnam Era and Korean Conflict, No Wwii
06 Vietnam Era and Korean Conflict and Wwii
07 February 1955 to July 1964 Only
08 Korean Conflict, No Vietnam Era, No Wwii
09 Korean Conflict and Wwii, No Vietnam Era
10 Wwii, No Korean Conflict, No Vietnam Era
11 Other Srvc.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
SCHOOL C X 1 School Enrollment
0 N/a Less Than 3 Yrs. Old
1 Not Attending School
2 Yes, Pub. School, Pub. Coll.
3 Yes, Private School, Private Coll.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
SEPT80 C X 1 Served September 1980 or Later
0 Did Not Serve This Per./less Than 16 Yr
1 Served This Per.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
SERIALNO C P 7 Hu/gq Pers. Serial No. Unique Within Sta
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
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__________________________________________________________________________________
SEX C X 1 Sex
0 Male
1 Female
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
SUBFAM1 C X 1 Subfam. Rel.
0 N/a Gq/not in a Subfam.
1 Husband/wife
2 Parent in a Parent/child Subfam.
3 Child in Subfam.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
SUBFAM2 C X 1 Subfam. Number
0 N/a Gq/not in a Subfam.
1 In Subfam. 1
2 In Subfam. 2
3 In Subfam. 3
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
TMPABSNT C X 1 Temp. Absence From Work
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/at Work/did No
1 Yes, on Layoff
2 Yes, on Vacation, Temp. Illness, Labor D
3 No
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
TRAVTIME C X 2 Travel Time to Work
00 N/a Not a Worker or Worker Who Worked At
99 99 Minutes or More to Get to Work
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
VIETNAM C X 1 Served Vietnam Era August 1964 April 197
0 Did Not Serve This Per./less Than 16 Yr
1 Served This Per.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
WEEK89 C X 2 Wks. Worked Last Yr. 1989
00 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/did Not Work i
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
WORK89 C X 1 Worked Last Yr. 1989
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old
1 Worked Last Year
2 Did Not Work Last Year
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VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
WORKLWK C X 1 Worked Last Week
0 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs. Old/not At Work/ U
1 Worked
2 Did Not Work
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
WWII C X 1 Served World War II September 1940 July
0 Did Not Serve This Per./less Than 16 Yr
1 Served This Per.
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
YEARSCH C X 2 Ed. Attainment
00 N/a Less Than 3 Yrs. Old
01 No School Completed
02 Nursery School
03 Kindergarten
04 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th Grade




09 12th Grade, No Diploma
10 High School Graduate, Diploma or Ged
11 Some Coll., But No Degree
12 Associate Degree in Coll., Occupational





VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
YEARWRK C X 1 Yr. Last Worked




4 1985 to 1987
5 1980 to 1984
6 1979 or Earlier
7 Never Worked
VAR: TYP: DES: LEN: CAT: VARIABLE/CATEGORY LABEL:
__________________________________________________________________________________
YRSSERV C X 2 Yrs. of Active Duty Military Srvc.
00 N/a Less Than 16 Yrs./no Active Duty Mil
01 1 Yr. or Less of Srvc.







# Multiclass Experiment 1: comparison of 1vs1 and DCSVM for various data sets




















#create a list of all classes pairs in the training data set





for (i in 1:(cls.n-1)) {
for (j in (i+1):cls.n) {
c1 <- cls.levels[i]
c2 <- cls.levels[j]
cls.all[[idx]] <- df.train[df.train$class == c1 | df.train$class == c2,]
cls.all[[idx]]$class <- factor(cls.all[[idx]]$class)
idx <- idx + 1
}
}






for (i in 1:(cls.n-1)) {




wts <- 100 / table(cls.all[[idx]]$class)
cls.svml[[idx]] <- svm(class˜., data=cls.all[[idx]], kernel=svmkernel, class.weights = wts)









p1vs1 <- onevsone(cls.svml, cls.levels, sample)
print(paste(’1vs1 prediction results for: "’,DATA_GEN,’"’,sep = ""))







info <- initSVMDC(df.train, cls.n, cls.levels, cls.svml, cls.svml)
allpredict <- info$allpredict





#svmdc.plan <- createSVMDCplan(svmdc.plan, NULL,rep(T,cls.n),pnodes,cls.n,cls.levels)
# OPTIONAL: let’s print it using a tree-specific layout
# (N.B. you must specify the root node)







for (i in 1:nrow(sample)){
# Pick a single observation for the one-vs-one classifiers to vote on
candidate = sample[i,]
vote <- svmdc.predict(svmdc.plan, cls.levels, candidate)
psvmdc[i] <- vote
}
print(paste(’SVMDC prediction results for: "’,DATA_GEN,’"’,sep = ""))
ans <- table(sample$class == psvmdc)
print(ans)
print(Sys.time())
#compute errors per each class and how classes were mis-classified (the confusion table)
res <- data.frame(orig = sample$class, p1vs1 = p1vs1, psvmdc = psvmdc)
print(’Confusion Table 1vs1’)
table(res$orig, res$p1vs1, dnn = c("Original", "1vs1"))
print(’Confusion Table DCSVM’)
table(res$orig, res$psvmdc, dnn = c("Original", "DCSVM"))







#I. READ DATA #################################################
dsd <- ’../data/census/’ #data source directory
dsf <- ’USCensus1990raw.data2.csv’ #data source file
#dsf <- ’Census_income_clustD59500Q993.csv’ #data source file
dsfa <- ’census-varinfo2.csv’ #data attributes file
#load data
dfa <- read.csv(paste0(dsd, dsfa), header= T, sep=",")
#df <- read.table(paste0(dsd, dsf), sep = "" , header = F , nrows = 100,
# na.strings ="", stringsAsFactors= T)
numvars <- c(13,56,63,64,66:73,91,105)
ccl <- rep(’factor’, 127)
ccl[numvars] <- ’numeric’
ccl[97] <- ’character’
df <- read.csv(paste0(dsd, dsf), header= F, sep=",", #nrows = 100,
na.strings =NA, stringsAsFactors= F,
colClasses = ccl
)
#make REARNING numeric (cannot read numeric from file)
indx <- 97
df[indx] <- lapply(df[indx], function(x) as.numeric(as.character(x)))
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#compute all distances between these vectors
d <- dist(t(as.matrix(dfxb)), method = "jaccard")
#hierarchical clustering using Jaccard
groups <- hclust(d,method="complete") #try method = "ward.D", "complete", "single", "average"
#plot dendogram, use hang to ensure that labels fall below tree
plot(groups, hang=-1, main = ’Census clusters’, sub = ’’, xlab = ’Variables’)
#####################################
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clusters <- sort(cutree(groups, h = 0.7))






confidence <- function(df, left, right) {
rule <- paste0(’{’, left[1])
if (length(left) > 1) {
for (i in 2:length(left)) {
rule <- paste0(rule, ’, ’, left[i])
}
}
rule <- paste0(rule, ’} => {’, right[1])
if (length(right) > 1) {
for (i in 2:length(right)) {
rule <- paste0(rule, ’,’, right[i])
}
}
rule <- paste0(rule, ’}’)
print(rule)
a = rep(T, nrow(df))
for (i in 1:length(left)) {
a = a & df[[left[i]]]
}
for (i in 1:length(right)) {
a = a & df[[right[i]]]
}
a = sum(a)
b = rep(F, nrow(df))
for (i in 1:length(left)) {









confidence(dfxb, c("DISABL10","DISABL12"), c("OCCUPCLASS", "ENGLISH0","SEX1"))
